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My interest in sports started back in freshman year of high school, where I found               

success the most when I studied for sport management class and was intrigued by all of                

the success of the professional Boston sports teams. It had been a while since I was                

last involved with sports in any way, dating back to my Little League Baseball and               

Basketball stints in middle school. This time, sports were a serious part of my life, and I                 

knew I wanted to spend the rest of my life with them. Watching the Bruins at TD Garden                  

or the Red Sox in Fenway Park were the most exciting things to do in my high                 

school/college years, which is why I would like to pursue a Master’s degree in              

Communications at Boston University. My goals involve traveling with the professional           

team, whether it be Hockey, Baseball or Basketball to watch the games and experience              

the sights and sounds of the athletic atmosphere all over the country writing about              

highlights of the game and sharing them with the fan base that follows the team. I would                 

also like to conduct interviews with coaches, players, and personnel to get insights on              

what it is like to do their jobs and what they experience in the heat of competition. 

At Boston University, I hope to work for the Sports Information department to             

write articles on the highlights of the Terriers hockey, baseball and basketball games. At              

Salem State, I worked as a student employee for the Vikings sports teams. After every               

game, I would write a page-long article on the highlights of the game, follow it up with                 

the schedule for the next game and then get it published by my boss to               

salemstatevikings.com. At Salem State, I also volunteered as part of the 91.7 WMWM             

radio crew and helped make the radio station more interesting for students across             
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campus by conducting interviews with Vikings athletes. Doing this helped me realize            

that sports is more than just a business, it is a way of life. 

Unlike other Sports Journalism graduate programs such as Lasell College or           

Penn State, Boston University allows me to be directly involved with the seventh most              

highly concentrated media area in the United States, making it an excellent place to              

attend for real-life exposure to the media. Along with BU News Service, the             

Communication Research Center piqued my interest in the opportunities it has for            

students to get involved with television; also a sports journalist’s area of interest if one               

wishes to do so instead of just writing. With the CRC, I hope to find the skills I need to                    

be successful in broadcasting my interviews of athletes and professional sports           

personnel over anything relevant to their jobs. This includes asking questions about            

their game plan for next game, how they will approach trading deadlines, or who they               

are scouting around the country in order to get incoming students to commit to the               

school. 

I may not have appreciated sports much in middle school, but after having the              

privilege to enjoy the most successful era of Boston sports in more than 15 years, along                

with the pleasurable employment I had at Salem State working for Sports Information,             

my desire for continued success in Sports Journalism has only grown. I know there is               

more to learn and more to experience, and Boston University is the best school for me                

to do just that, as the opportunities are all around me, both inside and outside the                

university. As a Massachusetts native, there is no better option than to educate myself              

in one of the most beloved sports cities in America.  


